SUPER POWERS
Letting Life Shine
Being receptive and listening to Life is actually listening to our own sense of beauty (gut), feeling (heart), and values/thoughts (head), speaking in us and
singing to us, sweet songs of love. Our Super Powers awaken in us a sense that there is something missing from the world, some unlived potential, and that
this potential is ours alone, filling us with inspiration and gradually igniting our inner flame of radiance and vitality.

Discerning Mind
(Values)

Open (Feeling) Heart

Beautiful Body

Core Motivation

Perceptual Tendency (what we notice) &
Devotional Response (how we listen &
respond to others and to Life)
To notice where leadership is needed &
chivalrously and nobly provide it

8

To lead

9

To be present

To notice the energy of the situations &
consciously balance it

1

To perfect
(verb: to refine)

To notice small imperfections & tenderly
correct them

2

To nurture

To notice gaps in emotional support &
lovingly bridge them

3

To aspire

To notice opportunities to excel & joyfully
seize them

4

To validate

To notice emotional incongruities & tactfully
remedy them

5

To teach

To notice knowledge gaps & patiently fill
them

6

To serve

To notice where service is needed &
confidently provide it

7

To link

To notice potential connections & steadfastly
make them

Adapted from Enneagram of Devotion, Susan Rhodes

8s are aware of the power dynamics in a situation and exercise
their ability to lead in a way that helps others to meet their goals
(rather than exploiting their leadership position through control).
9s allow themselves to be fully present in the situation so that they
bring balance to the situation based on their inner knowing (instead
of on their fear of not rocking the boat).
1s notice imperfections and are able to focus more broadly on
inherent worth and value so as to give diplomatic feedback (rather
than to sharply criticize).
2s notice when others need help or social support and are able to
tap into their own generosity in order to give without feeling as
though they are denying their own needs.
3s see how to excel at what they do in order to deeply contribute to
others (instead of focusing on getting approval from others or on
other external rewards).
4s notice emotional inhibition in others and are able to accept it; as
a result, they are able to thoughtfully draw people out and
encourage them (not force them) to talk about their feelings.
5s notice how ideas are linked and teach according to the needs of
others (rather than according to their own needs to be overly
comprehensive or abstruse).
6s notice how it is possible to be of service and to render that
service out of inner assurance (instead of out the desire to please,
show loyalty, or otherwise maintain a defensive posture).
7s see many possibilities in a situation without losing focus and
getting lost in them, and are thus able to help others follow one or
more of the possibilities through to completion.
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